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Hear from students about what Breu
culture is like one year later. Page 4

Andrew Belle Q&A
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Changes to The Grille leave
students frustrated

Ally Horine

News Co-Editor
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Getting to eat at The Grille is an exciting experience for many Taylor
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@TheEcho_Sports

Facebook.com/
TaylorUniversityEcho

@TaylorU_Echo

students. For seniors, it is a rite of
passage. As for everyone else, they
cross their fingers and hope for a busy
lunch or dinner schedule that allows
them to grab some food from this coveted on-campus venue.
The beloved eatery has undergone
changes this year that have left some

students feeling frustrated. The biggest modifications have been made
in the Grab-and-Go and deli/salad
area. In the past, students could personalize their own side salad or sandwich from the deli counter. This year
a strict menu has been implemented, only permitting students to order

in the app. The first, Academics, has
a course schedule and transcript
grades. The second menu, Connect,
contains news, chapel videos, social
networks and feedback areas. Information, the final menu, includes an
interactive campus map, a DC menu
updated daily, important campus
numbers and a directory of all students, faculty and staff.
“We have been hearing from students and employees for quite a few
years, ‘Why doesn’t Taylor have an
app?’” said Corey Cooper, enterprise
application systems manager. He
said the app is the result of a collaboration between many departments
over the last year.

“We really wanted this to be a community-driven project and we wanted this
to be for the students,” Cooper said, who
was excited to see the positive response
from campus. “That’s our primary audience. We wanted to put something in
their pockets that was useful.”
So far there have been almost 1,400
downloads, approximately 78 percent
of which were iPhone downloads.
Feedback has been very positive for
the app so far. However, Cooper and
the developers are continuing to
monitor student need. Since the app
came out, students have asked for a
list of the hours buildings are open.
The DC has added its hours, and developers are working on adding hours

Katelyn S. Irons
Photojournalist

Amid a world driven by apps and networks, students are looking to mobilize their college experience. And
that is exactly what Taylor Mobile attempts to do.
The app, which launched Aug. 18,
was built for students, faculty, staff
and alumni. After downloading from
Apple’s App or Google’s Play Stores,
a Taylor username and password enables full access to all the app’s features. There are three main menus
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There have been almost 1,400 downloads of the Taylor app since its release.
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for other buildings as well.
“I downloaded it to be able to find
chapel videos easier, and I was generally curious about the app,” sophomore Baleigh Hill said. “I like it,
because I can check on the DC menu
and who is going to be speaking at
chapel. It’s convenient.”
Possible future updates includes
course registration functionality,
which could allow students to register for classes on the app. Push notifications to communicate important
information to the Taylor community
are another upcoming feature.
The next project for Cooper is
launching a mobile-responsive design for the Taylor webpage within
the next few months.
“We realized that Taylor is turning
into a mobile campus,” Cooper said.
“That’s been loud and clear. We are
hoping you can find what you need
on any device and hopefully find
it easily.”
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from the salad/wrap choices posted
above the counter.
“I am disappointed, to say the least,”
senior Henry Kennedy said. “They
took away a lot of the grinder choices, and they no longer have ham on

A mobile campus
New app brings Taylor
resources to your fingertips
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Some students are upset by The Grille’s recent updates.
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Not only do students now have a
comprehensive idea of on-campus
positions, they no longer have to fill out
paper applications.
A hire calling

September 5, 2014
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Joan Rivers dies at 81
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Dissatisfaction continued from page 1

their menu. In the past, I have loved
The Grille for the choices they offered. It doesn’t make sense to me
why they would take away so many
of those options.”
Ham and select grinders are not
the only menu items removed. Several other options have been eliminated or modified. Quesadillas appear to
be smaller and pizzas no longer tower
with toppings as they used to. The deli
counter has also disappeared.
“We received a number of complaints last year about wanting more
full salad options,” said Matt Riley, director of dining services. “Our hope is

West signals more
Russia sanctions
bbc.com

Found ‘reckless’ in gulf spill,
BP faces $18 billion fine
nytimes.com

Appeals court rules against
gay marriage ban
wishtv.com

that by implementing these signature
salad items that students will be more
satisfied with their choices, instead
of only having one option from the
Grab-and-Go fridge.”
As a result of student complaints,
The Grille changed their deli counter around to accommodate more salads and wraps instead of sandwiches.
Not wanting to completely eliminate
the option of sandwiches, they now
offer several sandwich items in the
Grab-and-Go section, including a new
chicken salad sandwich. While it is
not customizable like the deli counter
used to be, it is still a quick alternative
if a salad does not sound appealing.

“Because storage is such an issue
in The Grille, running a full scale deli
and a full scale salad bar is really difficult,” Riley said. “Our solution is to
create new and interesting Grab-andGo items that are actually made at the
Dining Commons and shipped to The
Grille on a daily basis.”
The Grille is looking to make
the Grab-and-Go options better
for students who don’t have time
to sit and eat, or for students needing to eat during the faculty lunch
period. New and varied options
for sides have also been added,
such as mixed fruit and vegetable
cups, along with different types of

yogurts and desserts.
Though the new options add variety, students are still frustrated about
the seemingly smaller portions and
the lack of customizability that was
once available.
“I find such drastic limitations on
our choices to be a little much,” said
senior Joel Benson.
However, the new features could
change in the future if The Grille sees
that there are certain items that people consistently want to add to a wrap
or salad. Any changes will, however, be
implemented slowly according to Riley.
Aside from the food changes, a new
rule has been implemented as well.

Seniors with fewer than 109 credit hours are no longer able to eat at
The Grille. According to Dining Services, the volume of students with senior status was too high for The Grille
to serve everyone. It was determined
that in order to be a full-fledged senior, students had to have 109 hours
at the start of the semester, for at that
point they would be eligible to graduate in the spring.
Regardless of the frustrations students are experiencing, they still have
the power to change The Grille. “Let
us know what your feedback is,” Riley
said. “It helps us to understand what
to change.”

students overall.
“It’s going to be quite the adjustment,
but it’s nice that for anything that you
check out from the T&LC, we now do
that at the desk,” Knibbe said. “Hopefully it’s going to streamline everything
and just make it easier for people to go
to one location to get the resources that
they need.”
An important improvement the
T&LC provides is that there are 20
more computers than previously
available in the library, most of which
are from the ETC. The amount of laptop computers available for checkout
has grown to about 20, and ten iPads
are available.
Other relocations include the Academic Enrichment Center (AEC) and the
Writing Center, now near the first-floor
study rooms. Bowell said that despite the
shuffling there’s been an effort to avoid
losing group study spaces.
“We got rid of four study rooms and
added seven, so a that’s net gain of three,
which I’m very pleased with,” Bowell
said. “Even with the reconfigured space,
there are now more seats than before
available for studying.”
One of the additional rooms is downstairs in the C.S. Lewis & Friends Center,
where there is a large table for more collaborative space.
Another major change for the library—and for students and faculty—is the implementation of the
WorldCat Research Station, a new
library system that searches Taylor’s shelves and beyond. Students
can now browse through not only

books but also DVDs, articles and
other online resources.
“It does a lot of new things behind the
scenes, because it will provide access to
many more thousands of journals,“ Bowell said.
Knibbe, along with the other library
staff, have all had to learn and adjust to
the new system.
“On the other side of the desk, we’re
learning just as much as the people
on the outside who aren’t used to the
changes,” Knibbe said. “It is a good system and hopefully that also will make
researching and finding books and movies a lot easier.”
To heighten awareness of all the
changes, the library hosted an open
house on Thursday to allow faculty
and students the opportunity to see the
new layout.
Bowell believes that all of these
changes are steps in the right direction
for the library. He hopes the library will
continue to be a place where faculty
and students make discoveries, learn
and even do that in new ways with
each other, with spaces formerly devoted to warehousing print resources
or bound journals now being used as
collaborative spaces.
“The Zondervan Library will have
books on shelves for quite a long
time, but that’s not where the future
action will be for libraries or librarians,” Bowell said. “It will be in working with people, connecting people
with information resources, helping
to discover and to critique information resources.”

Photograph by Mindy Wildman

New places for discovery
Erika Norton

Co-Editor in Chief

When junior Evan Koons walked into
the Zondervan Library for the first time
this year, he didn’t expect to see all of the
changes that were made this summer.
“It seems more open now . . . more

FRIDAY

Study shows lack of sleep
may shrink your brain
cnn.com

An open house on Thursday showcased the recent updates to the library.

New improvements and
changes aim to make the
library a place for learning,
creativity and collaboration
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user-friendly and that they’re using the
space in a more efficient manner,” Koons
said. “The convenience is nice.”
One of the most significant changes
made to the library this summer was
the relocation of the Educational Technology Center (ETC) from the Reade
Center to the main level of the library.
This area is now called the Technology & Learning Connection (T&LC)
and provides all of the audio, video
and camera equipment and technology previously available for checkout
at the ETC.

The T&LC will also continue to provide the services the ETC provided, including media duplication, scanning,
high-quality prints and posters, lamination and video editing. According
to University Librarian Dan Bowell,
the reason for the move grew out of
discussions to make space in Reade
but evolved into a way to provide
a centralized area for technology
and resources.
Senior Leah Knibbe, who has worked
at the library since her freshman year,
thinks the T&LC will be helpful for

A hire calling
New website provides the
help students wanted
Julia Oller

News Co-Editor

Even though job hunting after graduation can be stressful, finding a job
while in school has never been easier.
Over the summer, the Office of
Human Resources launched a new
Student Employment website to
help students stay up-to-date on
available positions across campus.
The website includes a list of every
position students can apply for as
well as a list of jobs currently taking applications.
Before the switch, several different departments handled student
employment, creating confusion for

both students and staff. Students
with work-study visited Financial Aid for job help. Others went
to the Calling and Career Office to
find on-campus positions. Available
jobs were posted on Blackboard and
only updated at the beginning of the
school year.
“We weren’t providing a good list of
all the possibilities,” Ron Sutherland,
vice president of Business Administration, said.
An assessment of how students
found jobs on campus revealed the
process could be handled by Human
Resources for greater efficiency. Human Resources already handled applications for full- and part-time
positions at Taylor.
Not only do students now have a
comprehensive idea of on-campus

Photograph provided by www.flazingo.com

Finding an on-campus job has never been easier thanks to the new Student Employment website.

positions, they no longer have to fill
out paper applications. The new software used on the Student Employment website is the same used for
regular employment at Taylor.
The site also explains how to get on
payroll and gives contact information

for work-study and internship questions.
Sutherland said that although many
jobs are found by knowing the right
person, the new site gives students
a better chance to find on-campus
employment. Nearly half of all Taylor
students have a job on-campus, and

Sutherland said the new system has
been well-received.
Most student jobs are filled by the
first few weeks of fall, but those still
on the job hunt can find the Student
Employment site under under the
Student tab on the Taylor portal.
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Nearly half of India’s 1.2
billion people do not use
toilets to relieve themselves

“The sensible approach should be to
advance democracy in a gradual and
orderly manner as advised by the
central government.”
China rules out full democracy in
Hong Kong, tempers flare
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A race for
a cure

Scientists think using blood
from Ebola survivors could
help infected patients
Joe Friedrichsen
World & National Editor

As West Africa struggles with the
largest outbreak of Ebola in its history, the cure for the virus may come
from an unlikely source: the blood
from its survivors.
The Associated Press reported that,
beginning on Thursday, the World
Health Organization (WHO) will convene 200 experts at a two-day conference in Geneva, Switzerland to
consider which experimental Ebola
treatments should be prioritized.
Evidence for the effectiveness of the
Ebola blood treatment is mixed. Despite this, some experts believe that
because there are no licensed drugs
or vaccines for Ebola, the treatment
is worth a shot. Some scientists think
using antibodies from the blood of
Ebola survivors could help infected
patients.
Antibodies are proteins produced
by the body’s immune system to
fight pathogens, such as bacteria and

Researchers working in lab for Ebola cure

viruses. In the event of a future infection, antibodies stay in the blood to
destroy the same foreign substance.
According to WHO’s blood network,
an international group of blood regulators, there are thousands of survivors from past Ebola outbreaks in
Africa who could be used as a source
of blood.
In West Africa, there have been no
organized attempts to use the blood
of survivors to treat patients. However, in the U.S., blood from a 14-yearold boy who survived Ebola was given
to American doctor Kent Brantly in
July. Brantly also retrieved doses of
experimental drug ZMapp and was
released from an Atlanta hospital in

August. It’s unclear what was responsible for Brantly’s recovery.
This untested ZMapp drug has
drawn much attention. It was given
to seven patients, two of whom died.
However, according to the Wall Street
Journal, the limited supply is now
exhausted and its developer, Mapp
Biopharmaceutical, Inc., says it will
take months to make even a modest
amount.
Although ZMapp has not been officially studied in humans, the BBC
reported ZMapp was 100 percent effective in studies on monkeys.
On Monday, the first of several Ebola vaccine trials began in the U.S. Researchers are studying how human

Photograph provided by Randal J. Schoepp

immune systems respond to it, reported the BBC.
“There is an urgent need for a protective Ebola vaccine, and it is important to establish that a vaccine is
safe and spurs the immune system to
react in a way necessary to protect
against infection,” said Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute
of Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
which helped develop the drug.
According to WHO, the fatality rate
for Ebola during this outbreak has
been about 50 percent. At least 3,000
people have been infected with the
virus. On Aug. 29, a fifth country, Senegal, confirmed its first case.

China rules out full
democracy in Hong
Kong, tempers flare
Photograph provided by Flickr user aripeskoe2

Seventeen fake cell phone
towers were discovered
across the U.S. last week

Photograph provided by Flickr user DendroNaja

An albino monocled
cobra that was on the
loose is finally captured

China attempts to retain
control over Hong Kong
election process, resulting
in protests from prodemocracy activists

according to Reuters. During a tense
stand-off at the entrance to a center
where a Chinese official was explaining China’s ruling, fighting broke out
between pro-democracy activists
and pro-establishment supporters.
Police used pepper spray to quell
Joe Friedrichsen
the violence.
Reuters also reported that activWorld & National Editor
ists from a movement called OccuChina’s legislature ruled Hong Kong py Central threatened to lock down
candidates running for election Hong Kong’s financial district unless
must be approved by more than half Beijing reversed its decision.
of a special nominating body to be
“Occupy Central is an illegal activity,”
formed, the BBC reported on Sunday. said Li Fei, the deputy secretary genThe ruling said it would be in accor- eral of China’s National People’s Condance with the existing 1,200-strong gress (NPC) Standing Committee. “If
Election Committee, which is seen we (China) give in, it will trigger more
by many as controlled by pro-Beijing illegal activities.”
groups. This reality makes it nearly
Political reform has been a major
impossible for a democratic activist source of contention in Hong Kong
candidate to get on the ballot.
ever since the transfer of sovereignFollowing the decision to dismiss ty from China. Debates included how
full democracy, scores of pro-democ- and when the universal suffrage Chiracy protesters have taken to the na promised is to be achieved.
Explaining the ruling, Fei said if
streets in opposition to the ruling,

Photograph provided by Wikimedia Commmons user Stewart

Hong Kong Police keeping order as pro-democracy activists protest China’s ruling

Hong Kong lawmakers had voted
against the package, governing the
city-state would become much more
difficult. He also pointed out the next
leader of Hong Kong would not have
been chosen by any form of popular
vote but rather by a small committee
as it had before.
The BBC notes most papers in China—including state-run Xinhua News
Agency—gave the decision front-page
coverage. Xinhua celebrates the decision, declaring it a historical moment in Hong Kong’s democratic
development.

Responding to criticism that the
Hong Kong electoral system falls
short of international standards, a
China Daily editorial argues that
the premature introduction of Western-style democracy into countries
has never yielded the intended results.
“The sensible approach should be
to advance democracy in a gradual
and orderly manner as advised by the
central government. Basic democratic rights and much less universal suffrage had been glaringly absent in the
city’s 150 years of colonial rule,” the
China Daily editorial reads.

Over the Line
US to fight Islamic State
and seek justice for
death of journalist
Julia Camara

Photograph provided by Steven Depolo

Desperate Chinese
businessmen pay ‘virtual
girlfriends’ to listen to
them moan about work

Photograph provided by Caricato da Zassat

Thief in underpants tried
to fly after telling child
who disturbed breakin he was Superman

gown, kneeling in the desert. Sotloff
read a message addressing Obama
while a masked figure stood beside
him holding a knife. “You’ve spent
billions of U.S. taxpayers dollars, and
we have lost thousands of our troops
Staff Writer
in our previous fight against the IsIn response to the gruesome behead- lamic State, so where is the people’s
ing of the second American journalist interest in reigniting the war?” said
in just two weeks by the Islamic State Sotloff. The masked man warned gov(ISIL), the U.S. is planning to fight ISIL ernments to back off the evil alliance
until the group is no longer a force of America against the Islamic State.
in the Middle East, announced Pres- He then decapitated Sotloff. The vidident Obama on Wednesday.
eo ended with a threat to execute BritObama added that it will take time ish hostage David Haines.
to destroy ISIL because of the power vacuum in Syria, the abundance of
“Obama said that last
veteran Islamist militant fighters that
grew out of al Qa’ida during the Iraq
month’s airstrikes are
war and the need to build coalitions,
proving to be effective.”
which includes local Sunni communities, Reuters reported.
The Islamic State released a video
The Islamic State is led by Abu
of the beheading of American jour- Bakr al Baghdadi and his movement
nalist Steven Sotloff on Tuesday in consists of thousands of Sunni miliresponse to America’s air strikes on tants closely related to al Qa’ida. ISIL’s
the militant group. Sotloff, a journal- brutal mission is to bring Muslim-inist for Time Magazine, Foreign Poli- habited regions under its control, becy and the Christian Science Monitor, ginning with Iraq and Syria and other
reported from Egypt, Libya and Syr- territories in the Levant region.
ia. In another video released two
In an attempt to foil ISIL’s endeavweeks earlier showing the execution ors, the U.S. launched 120 air strikes
of American journalist James Foley, in the last month. BBC’s analysis of
ISIL threatened the U.S., proclaiming the recent execution video indicates
that U.S. military actions are seriously
Sotloff was next.
The two-minute execution video damaging the Islamic State. Obama
showed Sotloff dressed in an orange said that last month’s air strikes are

Photograph provided by Press TV

ISIL executionist stands ready to behead Steven Sotloff

proving to be effective.
While the White House could not
immediately confirm the video’s authenticity, several U.S. government
sources reported it to be genuine.
Sotloff was kidnapped Thursday
near Aleppo, Syria after crossing the
Syrian border from Turkey, according
to USA Today.
After James Foley’s beheading in a
video released two weeks ago, Sotloff ’s mother released a video pleading for her son’s release. She said
Steven was just a journalist and had

no control over the U.S. government.
Asking that they grant amnesty, she
pleaded that they release her child
and not punish him for matters over
which he had no control, USA Today reported.
Obama is sending Secretary of
State John Kerry, Defense Secretary
Chuck Hagel and Obama’s chief counterterrorism advisor Lisa Monaco to
the Middle East to work with regional partners on strategies to battle the
Islamic State, reported Reuters.
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The Breu Crew: 1 year later
				

Gracie Fairfax
Staff Writer

You may have noticed something that
had grown out of Gerig Hall when you
returned to school last fall. That’s our
new friend Breuninger Hall, more affectionately known as Breu, gaining
great popularity since its introduction last fall.
Breu proves to be a unique place
to live—a true melting pot in terms
of where the students come from
on-campus and where they come
from in the world. Students moved
to Breu from every dorm on campus
and come from as far as Paraguay and
Peru.
The dorm is still developing its traditions, since something done once
can only be considered an event or
the “First Annual” whatever. This year,
Breu PAs have a chance to bring back
the events that were a success in the
past in hopes of creating traditions.
“A cool part, but also a hard part, of

“Students moved to Breu
from every dorm on campus,
and come from as far as
Paraguay and Peru.”
being a PA in Breu is that you really
have to be creative,” said junior
Camila Chiang, PA on third Breuninger. “Me and Katrina, my co-PA,
really have to feed ideas off of each
other and also talk to the upperclassmen to see what kind of culture and
tone we want to set with traditions.”
In a dorm with a one-year history,
the current residents of Breu are still
in the beginning stages of creating the
culture.
“Breu is the people,” PA and senior
Hunter Sims said. “It’s the people who
lived there last year, and the people
who are living there now. So as they
grow and change and relationships
form with people on the floor, that’s
what’s going to lead to the culture of
what Breu is years down the road.”
When asked about stereotypes,
Breu residents find pride in their lack
of a stereotype. As former Breu resident and senior Nate Scheibe put the
dynamics on First Breu, “We’re just a
bunch of bros. Bros on the wing.”
Taylor students generally find it
comforting to place everyone into a
box. However, with the variety of campus culture backgrounds represented

Photography by Lindsay Robinson

in Breu, it’s impossible to place a label on Breu—other than the fact that
they’re fun people who aren’t afraid
to branch out and meet new friends.
“In the afternoons there’s always
people in the lobbies and lounges
doing things ( from Breu and other
dorms), so that’s kind of fun, coming
into a fun community of people and
meeting new people. It feels very welcoming,” Chiang said.
Breu residents don’t fall short in
the creativity department—a key factor when creating a new dorm culture. When we asked what animal
Breu would be, we got some interesting answers.
“That thing in Revelation with the
head of an eagle, the body of a dragon. That. We’re that Revelation creature. Not Satan. The other one. The
one that’s good,” said Sims.

Taylor Pick-A-Mate:
The 5-Step Process
Austin Lindner
Staff Writer

The Loop. Awk-walks. Pick-a-dates.
These phrases may sound like they
came straight out of a Dr. Seuss story,
but they are actually terms that every
incoming freshman must master in
order to navigate the typical romantic relationship at Taylor University.
While most students learn these college traditions the hard way, anyone
can successfully achieve the coveted
“Ring by Spring” in record time by following this simple 5-step guide.

Step One: Sight
It’s the first day of school. The
campus buzzes with life as wideeyed freshmen wander around campus and returning students reclaim
their territory. Upperclassmen call
this stressful time of year “Freshman
Frenzy” and “Mating Season” with
good reason—the chaos is palpable.
Though strenuous, finding a date
during this time isn’t impossible if
one only knows the key places to look.
According to experienced students,
organized campus events, co-ed dorm
lobbies, J-term trips and general education classes are the best places to
spot a future spouse.

Step Two: Pick-a-Date

Once a hazy connection has been
created between an interested guy
and gal, the pick-a-date is the next
logical step. A deeply-rooted Taylor
tradition, this method of group dating allows for a socially acceptable
way to get to know one’s love interest in a nonthreatening setting. While
one could approach a lucky lad or
lady and simply invite them to this
event, some students prefer to find
dates more creatively. “Hit her with
a Frisbee,” suggested junior Gerardo Lara. According to campus tradition, a male must apologize for this
“accident” by asking the woman on a
pick-a-date. Another popular way to
get that special guy or gal to agree to a
date is to corner him or her in Taylor’s
watering hole, the Dining Commons.

Step Three: DTR
Once a student has gone on multiple pick-a-dates with the same person,
their interest becomes socially apparent. The couple will inevitably arrive at
the crossroads dividing dating bliss and
the friend-zone. It’s time for the infamous DTR, or “Defining the Relationship.” Any upperclassmen on campus
will attest that this is an awkward and
tricky process, as one waits for the other to make the first move. Traditionally,

Breu can be summed up pretty well
with the animal Camila chose to describe her new home—a chameleon.
“We are learning to adapt as a new
entity in a community that is so rich
in history and tradition,” said Chiang.
For those interested, Breu is still on
the lookout for a campus rival.
“No one hates us yet,” Scheibe said.
“We don’t have a campus rival. Maybe
English will be our rival.”
While Breu might be the new kid
on the block, the Taylor community has embraced this new addition
to dorm culture—a place where all
of campus has come together for a
common purpose of taking something new and making it great.

this awkward conversation occurs
while walking “The Loop,” the main
road that encircles the campus.

Step Four: Dating
If the relationship is official with
a DTR stamp of approval, the typical
Taylor dating activities can finally begin. In order to have a truly successful
relationship, one should show off his
or her significant other by hitting up
all the dating hot spots on campus.
Older students suggest the dock by
Taylor Lake, the benches of the Prayer
Chapel, and of course, any dorm lobby
as perfect places to cuddle with one’s
sweetheart on brisk Indiana nights.

Step Five: Marriage
If the relationship is still running
smoothly after six to 18 months, it is
time to start thinking about sealing
the deal with a good old-fashioned
marriage proposal. Taylor tradition
encourages all couples to close out
their senior year with an engagement, or “Ring by Spring.” But even if
a student has made it to senior year
and does not currently have a potential spouse in mind, all hope is not
yet lost. One can always try to nab a
husband or wife during the “Senior
Scramble,” the chaotic last weeks of
school before graduation.

DA Jazmin Gomez PA’s Camila Chiang and Katrina LoBue and
are excited to start off the second year of Breu life.

The Weekly Nugget
Will Severns
Staff Writer

The first week I worked at Chick-Fil-A
in high school, my brother (the general manager at the time) stuck me in
the kitchen to deliver the goods. I lasted a week before he moved me to the
drive-thru window, because our food
supply was running low. You nailed it:
eight-count for you, three-count for
me. And so on. Had my brother never
moved me out of the kitchen, a couple
things would of happened. First off, I
would still have all my size 44 jeans.
Secondly, I would have no cause for
writing this column.
The Weekly Nugget seeks to textually replenish every nugget unaccounted for during my CFA
employment. I will warn you, the
thoughts I long to share with you
this year are just that: thoughts.
My hopes for this column is that it
would be rooted in Scripture, coated in prayer and cause you to think
about issues brought to the table.
Outside of God’s Word, this column
carries little weight.
What does Will Severns have to
offer The Echo? Think Yoda meets
the kid walking by the far-off fence
every day at recess. What will we
be talking about? Whatever pops
into my mind on the way to class.
The Weekly Nugget is an advice column offering everything from the
importance of engaging DC workers by name to what I think are the
top bathrooms on campus.
Today’s topic is simple. It is a
mantra I frequent throughout my
days walking across this slice of
Upland. Ready for the inaugural
Weekly Nugget? I’ll give you time
to finish the one in your hand, and
then we’ll begin.
Never underestimate the five-minute phone call.
“Jacob’s Well was there; so Jesus,
wearied as he was from his journey,
was sitting beside the well. It was
about the sixth hour.” John 4:6
In the account of Jesus and the
woman at the well, Jesus was tired,
hungry and thirsty. It was the middle of the day, yet he still made time
for this woman. He was available.
How many important people in your

life have you not talked to in awhile?
Whether it is to catch up or offer
a brief word of encouragement, the
significance in a simple phone call
has lost value.
We obviously live in a generation
bent on text messaging and social
media. Lacking competence to carry on a short phone conversation is
a prime example of how our generation suffers in the area of interpersonal communication. Short
periodic phone calls are not only a
great way to stay in touch, but also
create easier conversation the next
time you see someone in person.
The importance of Jesus’ availability with others amidst dire
circumstances should not be overlooked. It is the reason we harp on
open-door policy and are encouraged not to overcommit at Taylor.
If we are not creating time for harboring relationships, we are missing
a big point of why Jesus descended
in the first place. How often do we
let our daily circumstances alter our
interactions (or lack there of ) with
one another?
In my years working the CFA
drive-thru, I learned that in 15 seconds you could literally make someone’s day. Don’t believe me? Believe
Keith Cantrell, Kidane Sarko or Cindy McWhirt (she just swiped you
into the DC).
The Weekly Nugget challenges you
this week to utilize your ten-minute passing period. Use five of those
minutes walking from Reade to the
DC to call your Mom. Call your Dad.
Call your cousin or friend you have
not talked to in a while. Never underestimate the five-minute phone
call. Not because I said so, but because the love of Christ compels us.
Will Severns is a senior at Taylor
University living in Breuninger Hall.
He is currently on cloud nine as his
beloved Kansas City Royals are making a playoff run for the first time in
30 years. Thanks to MLB.tv, he uses
most of your bandwidth, causing a
slower connection.

“Just like every stereotype, no one fits it
perfectly. Just get to know people.”
The truth behind the gamer label
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The truth behind the gamer label
Does the old stereotype
of what it means to be a
gamer need some updating?
Fellow Taylor students and
self-proclaimed gamers
provide the answer
Lindsay Robinson

Life & Times/Features Co-Editor

When asked to define a college-aged
gamer, you might describe a guy
who sits alone with bloodshot eyes
in a dark dorm room, lit by the cold
glow of a computer screen on a Friday
night. We all have a mental image of
the label, but does this model encompass what truly characterizes a gamer or is it just an empty stereotype?
Freshman Kyle Shelton pointed
out one dilemma with placing such
a narrow definition on a large group.
“There are two very different
extremes to (gaming),” Shelton said.
“You could just play a game with the
lights off all day, or you could have a
bunch of friends over, going crazy like

in hours to learn every aspect of the
games they play. Some might even
work in the industry. The amount of
time that hard-core gaming requires
is one of the reasons most college
students refer to themselves as
casual gamers.
Casual gamers are the average
consumers who enjoy a hobby where
they can spend an hour focusing on
their next mission, rather than
the research paper due next week.
Between the busyness of homework

other girls going into these gaming
communities . . . and all of the males
there just ridicule them out because
they are female,” Agness said. “We’re
becoming a much larger chunk of the

environment can be challenging.
However, according to Taylor
gamers, dealing with the negative
aspects of gaming just requires a little
common sense.
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people,” Shelton said. “Even if it’s just
in the game, I try to be friendly and
not like kill everyone the first time I
see them.”
There’s more to the gamer label
than meets the eye. A gamer at Taylor
can be any student who loves playing
with a group of friends just as much
figuring out a solitary computer game.
Goldsberry summed it up when
he said, “Just like every stereotype,
no one fits it perfectly. Just get to
know people.”

“We’re all just regular people
with a hobby. I think we
just have a bad reputation
because its time consuming.”
and other activities, gaming allows
students to escape from the chaotic
college world.
“It’s a stress reliever . . . I can go
sit on the couch and just like let my
brain fall on the floor,” senior Matt
Goldsberry said.

Photography by Mindy Wildman

Not all gamers fit the stereotype.

the entire time.”
Many gamers say the social aspect
of gaming is one of the best parts of
their hobby. At college, social gaming
could mean two roommates duking it
out over Mario Kart or a whole floor
yelling through a FIFA match in the
lobby of their resident hall. It’s the
opposite of the antisocial stereotype.
“I’ve met casual gamers, like
myself, where we have a life outside
of gaming,” freshman Gwen Agness
said. “We’re all just regular people
with a hobby. I think we just have
a bad reputation, because it’s
time-consuming.”
People who refer to themselves as
hard-core gamers tend to be more
dedicated to the activity. They put

While some games may require
seemingly little brain power, others
are more mentally engaging. It’s up to
the gamer to decide which games he
or she prefers to play.
“For me it was kind of like reading
in a way that I could kind of be swept
away into these different worlds and
I really liked that,” Agness said.
Although all of these elements are
changing the stereotype, there’s still
a key demographic that is being left
out of the discussion. The popular
gamer stereotype is male, but today,
women are becoming more prevalent
in the industry. It’s a fact being
largely ignored by the online gaming
community.
“I’ve read far too many stories of

gaming community than we were in
the ’90s when it was pretty much
all guys. It’s not just a man’s world
anymore in anything. They need to
accept that we’re here, and we’re here
to stay.”

There’s more to the gamer label
than meets the eye. A gamer at
Taylor can be any student who
loves playing with a group of
friends just as much figuring
out a solitary computer game.
And what about the Christian
gaming demographic? Being a
Christian in a largely secular gaming

“As a Christian, it’s more surprising
than anything,” Agness said about
coming across the crude behavior in
many M-rated games. “But you kind
of have to expect that opening it up.
It kind of tells you on the back what’s
in there, and you kind of have to go
into it with an open mind.”
She said the best thing to do is to
either give back an offensive game,
mute the sound or be conscious
of what you do while playing and
stay away from areas that trigger
inappropriate behavior.
As far as presenting yourself in a
Christ-like manner, it’s your actions
online that speak the most to your
character outside of the digital world.
“I try to be friendly towards other

Burning Questions
“Give us your stress, your first world problems, your huddled masses yearning to have their burning
questions answered”
Email away your problems:
-dating
-DC food
-roommates who don’t shower

-intrusive cats
-embarrassing encounters
-mawwage

Send them to burningquestionsTU@gmail.com.
Remember: No problem is too stupid. Am I right?

Echograms #TaylorU

#TaylorU’s

TOP

TWEETS
Grilled Tease @
 xapismarie
ISP reunion, the moment when
all of campus wishes they had
been one of those weirdy Ireland
freshmen. #ISP4E #TaylorU
Sean Maynor @
 SeanM_81
It takes a certain kind of person
to run across campus in
between classes. Do you. Own
it. #taylorU
t a y l o r @taymariehill
If you don’t Instagram the sunset
at least once, do you really go to
Taylor? #tayloru
Abbie Brewer @abrewer01894
“It’s not that the raisin bran
hasn’t been around it’s just that
I havn’t been around the raisin
bran.” #conversattionsioverhear
#tayloru
Camila Chiang @camilachiang
don’t get me wrong, PA training
was so helpful but... it didn’t
quite prepare me for a crab on
the loose in 301#3breu #tayloru
Nathaniel @RevRyan43
Just got called “sweetie” by
Larry the chef. Check that oﬀ the
#tayloru bucket list.
Paige Noelle @paigenoelle18
Confession: one time I walked
through the back door all the
way down the hall before I
realized it was Wengatz and not
Olson. #tayloru

@gerardolala : What a great day for tolfing! #college #sports
#WeHaveAlmostAccidentallyKilled3People #TaylorU

@oliviamccash: We had a successful #tuwopro kick off event
last night! S’mores, great speakers, an abundance of Christmas
lights, and the ladies of #TaylorU made it a pretty great night.

Callie Haven @callie93noelle
Jay Kessler is watching.
#TUbigbrother #tayloru

A&E

“I hope people go away with an appreciation
for the unknown in people’s lives and a drive
to discover more about strangers and friends
and with a newfound fascination for gifts of
stories and spontaneity.”
Play it again, theatre
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Belle rings and sings

sit there and oversee everything, but
I usually let all the music be played
by people that are more talented
than myself.

Echo: When you started playing your senior year did you play
around the Upland area or other
parts of Indiana?
Andrew: I was involved with music stuff on campus a little bit. I did
the My Generation night, Battle of the
Bands . . . every now and then, I would
play little open mic things at the Student Union. I was the music person
on the staff of IFC; my senior year I
was bringing in bands and artists for
events on campus. I didn’t really start
playing in front of people until after
college when I moved home back
to Chicago.

Andrew Belle performs at Chicago’s House of Blues.

The Echo interviews
Andrew Belle, Taylor alumn
and rising singer-songwriter
David Seaman
A&E Editor

You may not have heard of Andrew
Belle, but you probably have heard
his music. His sensitive musings
and addictive melodies have served
as soundtracks to television shows
such as “Grey’s Anatomy,” “Castle,”
“Pretty Little Liars” and more. As a
singer-songwriter, he is constantly
evolving; his breakthrough album
“The Ladder” earned him comparisons to Mat Kearney, while his
newest album “Black Bear” shows influence from artists such as Bon Iver
and Coldplay.
Belle has found success in both
Chicagoland and the Nashville area.
He is also, it turns out, a 2006 Taylor
grad. The Echo chatted with the musician in a recent phone interview.
Humble and polite, the busy Belle
spoke about his time here, Christianity in his songs, work on his upcoming album and whether a Taylor
concert is in the near future. This is
an edited transcript.

Echo: How did you come to Taylor?
Andrew: It was my senior year,
(and) all my friends were applying
to colleges, and I didn’t really know
where to apply to. I saw some friends
were going to Taylor, and I applied
there sort of on a whim. It was one of
a few schools I was accepted to.
I spent the first semester of my
freshman year at the Fort Wayne
campus. It ended up being a really
great experience.

restaurants, making ends meet. It
was in the first couple years when
I stumbled upon a really good business-minded manager. At that point,
I handed a lot of those duties over
to him so I could focus on some of
the more creative, artistic elements
of the job. That’s how I like to keep
it . . . I try to hand over those duties
to other people so I can focus on getting music. It’s overwhelming trying
to do all of it.

Echo: Did you have any favorite
classes or teachers?
Andrew: I had a lot of interesting
run-ins with (now Assistant Professor of Business) Jody Hirschy. I
was kind of tough to handle . . . so I
got in a lot of trouble, but ultimately I think she kind of warmed up to
me towards the end. Jody Hirschy’s
marketing classes are definitely a
highlight of my memory.

Echo: I can imagine it would, especially if you want to focus
on songwriting.
Andrew: Songwriting is pretty exhausting and demanding. To take on
more after that would take a superhuman job mentality.

Echo: Did your marketing degree
help when you went into the music buisiness?
Andrew : I just started playing
music and didn’t really think twice
about the business side of things,
at least for the first year. I was waiting tables and playing at bars and

The Rise of Sun & Heir
Five Taylor students continue
to grow and develop as
an alternative band
Austin Lindner
Staff Writer

It all dawned one fall day last October. Five Taylor students, all
musically talented, came together to provide entertainment for
“Bergwalladay,” a traditional fall
celebration for Bergwall Hall. Comprised of seniors Jack Rose on lead
guitar and Will Tice on bass, juniors Ryan Ericson on mandolin
and vocals and Ryan Lanier on vocals and rhythm guitar and sophomore Grason Poling on percussion,
the group played to a delighted
crowd. Surprised by their chemistry onstage, the five decided to
continue writing and playing music
together by forming a band. Their
name? Sun & Heir.
“We liked the idea of ‘heir,’ like we
all have the responsibility of being
heirs of Christ,” Lanier said.
Since last fall, these musicians
have quickly begun to make a name
for themselves both on campus and
off with their unique brand of acoustic, alternative folk. The group has released two singles titled “Weekend”
and “Beautiful Girl,” available for
download on Noisetrade. In terms of
sound, the band combines a variety of
musical genres and inspirations into
their own unique brand of music.
“We all like totally different music,
so we’re all pulling from different places,” Tice said. Because of their variety
of music backgrounds, the band has

Photograph provided by Giovanni Galluci

written unreleased songs that range
in style from indie and electronic to
more country-sounding pieces.
Over the last year, the band has
received a great deal of support
from Taylor students and faculty,
who currently make up the majority of the group’s 600 likes on their
Facebook page.
“On our wing, we literally hear our
song like twice a day and that’s been
super encouraging,” Lanier said.
Thanks to the positive reception
of their first two singles, the band
hopes to release an EP of five songs
by April, in addition to playing several shows around Taylor’s campus
in the coming months. On Oct. 3, Sun
& Heir are planning to play with Tennessee group Joel Levi, and on Nov. 7
they plan to share the stage with junior Taylor Hughes.
“We’ll have sporadic house shows

Echo: More so than the singing?
Andrew: Singing is something I’ve
had to learn how to do. On this last
record (“Black Bear”) I don’t think I
played a single instrument. I made
all the demos, and I shaped the songs
the way I wanted them to sound. But
when I got to the studio, I actually
chose people who were more talented and experienced than I am . . . I
let them draw out the hard parts. I
wrote the songs, and I sang them. I
too, so be looking out for those,”
Rose added.
The band will release their third
song, called “Breathe My Mind,” Sept.
8 on Noisetrade. Sun & Heir says the

Since last fall, these musicians
have quickly begun to make
a name for themselves
both on campus and off
with their unique brand of
acoustic, alternative folk.
...In terms of sound, the band
combines a variety of musical
genres and inspirations into
their own unique brand of music.
new single is somewhat of a departure
from their mainly acoustic sound, as
they explore a more electronic style.
“It’s very different from anything
we’ve put out,” Tice said. “Let’s just say
you won’t hear an acoustic guitar in it.”

Photograph by Kristie Calamos

Members Ryan Lanier, Grason Poling, Jack Rose and Will Tice (not pictured: Ryan Ericson)

Echo: Your latest album “Black
Bear” came out last year. Are you
on tour right now?
Andrew: I’m actually home (in
Wheaton) right now. I go on tour in
about two weeks; I’ve been breaking
up my touring into two week chunks
lately. I’ll be doing 10 to 12 days gone
and then be home for a few weeks
and repeat the process. I’m about to
go on another two weeks, on the west
coast this time. That will take up most
of September.
Echo: Do you tour with anyone else?
Andrew: This tour I’m doing in a
couple of weeks I’m just going to perform solo. My wife is going to come
with me, and I have a couple friends,
two friends from Nashville, that have
a little group called Sugar and the Hi
Lows that will be traveling with us
and opening on the tour. It should
be fun.
Echo: I know as a Christian you try
to incorporate Christianity into
your songs. When you incorporate Christian themes into your lyrics do you think it’s hard to make
them more subtle, to make them
less cliche?
Andrew: Yeah, it really is. Most
worship music is worshipful, which
means it’s upbeat and happy. I would
say it’s harder to write a positive type
of song. Sometimes it’s easier to write
sad, lamenting songs because there’s
just a little bit more . . . I don’t know,
there’s just something about those
kinds of songs that resonates with
people. I’m not really a depressed person but for some reason those types
of themes and lyrics come easier than
happier, more joyful lyrics.
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When I sit down and I try to write
(worship) music, it seems forced.
I will actually lean towards writing about subject matter a little bit
more applicable to the darker sides
of things. Sin, (human) nature and
wrestling with the realities of evil—
those are the kind of elements I find
more interesting to write about. Not
because they’re more important, but
because they’re easier for me to write
about. I just think people can relate
to that more, especially in terms of
a worldwide audience and a secular
audience. That’s how life is; it’s heavy
sometimes, and hard, you know?

Echo: Would Indianapolis or around
Indy be a possible tour date in
the future?
Andrew: I’m going to do this west
coast tour in September. I’m going to
do an international European date
in November. That’s kind of going to
be it for me for the year in terms of
touring. I don’t see me playing Indy
in 2014. I’m sure that I’ll find my way
back there in 2015, though.
I know a lot of Taylor people come
out and see the shows, and that’s always fun. It would be fun to come
back to Taylor sometime and play a
show, actually.
Echo: You’re thinking about tinkering with a new album in a year or
so. Do you have any ideas what it
might be about?
Andrew: I don’t yet. And that’s usually how I write. Rather than sitting
down with a theme or an idea for a
song . . . I tinker around and I play.
I’ll play the keyboard or I’ll mess
around with various instruments on
the computer software until something sort of clicks. Once I have the
foundation for an idea for a song,
I’ll start humming through the lyrics. A lot of it is gibberish until . . .
a phrase comes out. I like how that
sounds and I focus on that.
The foundations for songs don’t
really have any meaning until they
take shape. I meditate about it for
awhile until I wrap my head around
what I want the song to be. In terms
of a theme for an entire album, that
doesn’t come until I’m two songs in;
I kind of see where things are headed. It’s too early to tell exactly what
the theme or the subject matter (the
album) is going to take on just yet.

Play it again, theatre
Taylor Playback Theatre
troupe plans performances
Katelyn S. Irons
Photojournalist

Have you ever imagined your life
played out on the stage? Well, that is
exactly what Taylor Playback Theatre
plans to do with their audience starting Parents and Family Weekend.
Playback is improv theatre that
acts out stories inspired by the audience members. A typical performance is done with four actors, an
emcee and a musician. Using stories provided by the audience and
guided by the emcee, the actors perform their dramatic rendition of the
event.
“Taylor Playback Theatre is a
transformation of the Taylor touring
show,” said 2014 graduate Christina Howard, director of Taylor Playback Theatre. “This is a new type of
theater for our program, and we are
hoping to use it in meaningful ways
on-campus and in the community.”
After attending the Applied Theatre Conference a few years ago,
Goggin and theatre director Tracy Manning decided to bring this
new type of performance to Taylor. Senior Lexie Owen, along with
juniors Charnell Peters, Tamara
Peachy and Zach Cook were part
of last year’s playback workshop
on campus, which concluded with
a performance.
“There was positive feedback
from both the audience and those
involved, so we moved forward to

create an established group,” Howard said.
Taylor Playback Theatre is not
just for entertainment. It is a type of
applied theatre, theatre which seeks
build community through therapy,
problem solving and raising awareness, according to Howard.
“I hope we can bring a new theater experience to people—one
that helps them realize that all of
their stories are important and that
we can share in each other’s lives
in silly and serious ways,” said junior Charnell Peters. “I hope people go away with an appreciation
for the unknown in people’s lives
and a drive to discover more about
strangers and friends and with a
newfound fascination for gifts of
stories and spontaneity.”
Taylor Playback Theatre will be
made up of two companies. Howard has not yet determined how
many performances the troupe will
have this year, but hopes to travel
throughout the Midwest.
“We are hoping to bring Playback
to our community through schools,
churches, minority populations,
nursing homes, etc.,” Howard said.
“If there are special interest groups
who are interested in coordinating
a performance with us for a specific population or about a certain issue, we can put it on the schedule.”
The Taylor Playback Theatre will
be performing Friday, Oct. 3 at 9 p.m.
and Saturday, Oct. 4 at 2 p.m. in the
Mitchell Theatre.

OPINIONS

Right about then, right as I backed out of the
garage, thinking all about how my future
nieces and nephews would be What’s-TheirFaces, I did something.
Courtship crossfire
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Automatically frustrated

The Taylor Campus Store is usually
more expensive than other options.
This makes sense; it takes a lot more
overhead to pay sales clerks, mainInvoluntarily opt in causes
A few weeks ago, I was one of the
The email buried the lede, and tain the store facility and get books
questions about convenience surprised students who received an many students I talked to didn’t ordered and shipped. The store also
email alerting me about a new text- even realize they had been automat- can’t buy as many books in bulk like
Bradley Rosenfeld
book-buying service. “Okay, seems ically opted in. Why would the Tay- bigger retailers. The only advantage
nice,” I thought. But then I read that lor administration allow the store they have is that they are at Taylor.
Contributor
to involuntary sign students up for
The word “convenience” is thrown
this service? The response I received
No service should ever
was “convenience.” But convenient
around a lot. Many services exist
robotically opt customers
simply to make a service faster and
for whom?
in
to automatically pay for
handier. Netflix replaced physical
The definition of convenience according to yourdictionary.com is “the
products they might not want.
video rentals, and Amazon created
quality of being suitable to one’s comone-click shipping to allow you to
fort, purposes or needs.” But how can
For some students, accessibility is
buy products even quicker. Convenience is nice; I like efficiency and I had been, by design, opted in to buy the store presume what is suitable for worth the extra cost, and Textbook
ease of use. But a service should nev- textbooks through Textbook Butler. students’ needs?
Butler is an extension of that ease. But
er be forced upon me because some- That is not okay. No service should
I have a system of comparing text- Textbook Butler should be judged by
ever robotically opt customers in to book prices from many different book each student on its merits. It should
one else thinks it is convenient.
But that’s what happened with automatically pay for products they retailers. This system is convenient give the choice to opt in rather than
Textbook Butler.
might not want.
for me, because it saves me money. the annoyance of opting out. It is not

Intentional direction

Courtship’s confining
rules come into focus

Modern courtship stands by
five key points for success
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convenient to create an account, login and then opt out of a service that
was neither requested nor needed. It
is not convenient to return books that
were ordered on your behalf without
your asking.
Textbook Butler is a good idea, but
good ideas should be judged by customers. Tree of Life Bookstore prefers that “a student return books
they weren’t expecting (rather) than
be without books they were expecting,” which is good business for them,
but bad for students. If students are
confused about the textbook-buying
process or can’t figure out how to opt
themselves into Textbook Butler, it is
up to the store to clarify what services
they offer and how to use them. Convenience should always put the customer first.

Courtship crossfire
I hit her car. Lucky for me, the only
thing bent out of shape was my parents. They decided I bumped my
brother’s girlfriend’s car on purpose.
And maybe I would have if I had
thought of it.
You see, Gabe had been courting
What’s-Her-Face for three months.
That’s right: Courting. Which supposedly meant this girl would be my future sister-in-law. The lovebirds were
committed to a life sentence with supervised visits. The lovely warden,
Mrs. What’s-Her-Face, could cancel
their dates 15 minutes before Gabe
left for the 45-minute drive, or she
could confine them to separate corners of the couch during movie nights.
Remember the good old days when
all was fair in love and war? Yeah, not
when it comes to courtship. There
were many steps to courting. Read:
many steps back.
But I’m getting ahead of myself. Let
me explain the rules of courtship.
1. Permission from the girl’s father
2. Heavy parental involvement
3. Supervised dates (generally a
sibling third-wheels it)
4. Limited physical affection
5. Intentions of marriage
After the first month, Gabe turned
into the Hulk at the tiniest tease. I
learned that the first time he put me
in a headlock. I tried not to take it personally, figured he’d picked it up at the
Big House.
Except I’m a girl. I take everything
personally. So, when Gabe told me
they planned to crash Granny and
my premiere party, I became hostile.
No, we couldn’t pause the show. “The
Bachelor” would start in T-minus 20
minutes, and I needed to be there, or
I might never see a healthy relationship modeled. Because unlike courtship, dating has one rule: you either
get a rose, or you don’t.
Right about then, right as I backed
out of the garage, thinking all about
how my future nieces and nephews
would be What’s-Their-Faces, I did
something. And you’re probably not
going to believe me (hardly anyone
else does) when I say it was an accident. But I hit her car backing out.
On accident.
Of course, What’s-Her-Face, being a
Proverbs 31 woman, forgave me.
I, for one, being a Proverbs 14 trainee, still had her number.
Gabe, being constantly Hulk-like,
hardly spoke to me from January
to April.
Recently, the online Christian community has been abuzz with articles
like Thomas Umstattd Jr.’s “Why
Courtship is Fundamentally Flawed.”
Now, I’m no expert. I can only speak
as a victim in the courtship crossfire.
But courting is like putting a tricycle

in “The Fast and the Furious.” Why
do Christians promote such an intense relationship? Why send couples on dates at all if they have to
be supervised?
Honestly, I can’t answer those
questions. All I know is on paper
courtship sounds very Christian and
holy, and it seems to be working out
well for the Duggar family.
In practice, courtship involves the
families too much.
I don’t know about you, but I believe there are three people in every
relationship: boy, girl and God. Any
more or less than that creates complications. I believe couples should
be given the responsibility of estab-

lishing their own boundaries and
keeping them. Gabe didn’t learn how
to set boundaries for himself. Warden What’s-Her-Face called all the
shots, even the abrupt ending. So,
when boy met girl No. 2, he made
some of the same mistakes. I believe
love creates its own hiccups without
adding families into the mix.
Take Gabe for example. Love. Hormones. Whatever it was, What’sHer-Face brought out the Hulk in
“mild-mannered Gabe.” When Gabe
didn’t know his own strength, my
bruise could tell you. So, as a big sister, I became protective of him and
prickled at her very name. My parents called that “rude.” So, for over
seven months, the What’s-TheirFaces turned our lives and calendar
upside down. Any plans we had were
tossed out the window the moment
she came or he left.
Really, after all that, I’m just
pleased to announce that The
Bachelor and the bachelorette are
married, and my brother is happily single.
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balance in all aspects of your life and
not throw all your time and energy
into the relationship. In his book “Boy
Drew Pemberton
Meets Girl” (an excellent resource
on modern courtship), Joshua HarContributor
ris prescribes three areas in which
Let me give a small disclaimer about a couple should be growing to keep
my opinion on courtship before I the courtship balanced and healthy:
explain how I view it. The ideas I’m friendship, fellowship and romance.
presenting are not perfect and are All three areas are important if you
certainly not universal. However, I are to move towards marriage and enbelieve these ideas give some ex- gagement in a healthy manner.
cellent guidelines, which I follow,
because I am currently in a courtOne of the goals of
ship. With that in mind, there are
five points I’d like to touch on to de- courtship is to answer the
fine how I see modern courtship: inquestion of whether two
tentionality, focus, balance, wisdom

people could potentially
get married. It avoids the
“I-like-you, you-like-me,
let’s-get-together” mentality
that is often seen in dating.

and accountability.
Intentionality is important to
courtship because it sets the tone
and direction of the relationship.
One of the goals of courtship is to
answer the question of whether two
people could potentially get married.
It avoids the “I-like-you, you-like-me,
let’s-get-together” mentality that is
often seen in dating. Don’t see it as
a ton of pressure and commitment
for someone that you barely know;
one of the important parts of courtship is getting to know the person as
a friend before even starting on the
courtship path together.
Your focus in this process should
be on pleasing God—not just yourself. First, you need to prayerfully consider whether marriage is
in God’s plan for you. Marriage is
a good thing, but as Paul says in 1
Corinthians 7, when a man marries,
his interests are divided between
God and his wife. Your primary focus should be on God’s will, not on
your own.
In a courtship, you should also
make it a priority to maintain

Another important factor is wisdom shared from those older than
you, including your parents. Before
starting a courtship and entering into
a relationship, it would be good to
seek guidance from godly Christians
you respect and know. The book of
Proverbs is full of exhortations about
wisdom and how, from the counsel of
others, one gains knowledge of how
to be godly. One of the best ways to
learn about another person’s good
qualities is to talk to married couples, for they can help you determine whether these characteristics
are in your significant other. You are
not going to find the perfect person,
but what you are looking for is what
is in their heart. Do they have a heart
for God? Are they willing to change
and correct their ways to better follow Him?
It’s also important for parents, older couples, or others to hold you accountable. With modern courtship,
you don’t necessarily have to ask the
girl’s father for permission before you
court the girl, but it is certainly wise
to get her parents involved in guiding
you in the courtship.
In conclusion, I’ll end with this
point. Your relationship should have
an attitude of balance—being more
than friends but less than lovers. That
attitude might not be very clear but
it’s purposeful. Balance keeps you
on your toes about how you treat
the other person and prevents you
from treating the courtship like a
mini-marriage.
Courtship is intended to be an alternative to dating. It’s not supposed
give us a “holier-than-thou” attitude
but to give us focus on God. It’s intended to give us checks and balances on our human passions, which can
sometimes go awry. The biggest question to answer is: are you focused on
God?

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
Adam_Kelly@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.
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Taylor played its first Crossroads League game on
Wednesday against Grace College, which resulted in
a 3-0 loss for the Trojans.
Volleyball falls in home opener

TheEchoNews.com

victory, defeating the Ravens on every level of the game.
However, this is a new season—and
a new Trojan football team.
There are concerns for Taylor after
the team dropped the first game of
the season 45-0 on the road against
Southern Illinois University (FCS).
Taylor was only able to put up 141 total yards on offense while giving up
546 to SIU.
Now, the Trojans head into Saturday’s game against Taylor’s biggest rival.

“As a senior, I want to carry that
wheel across the field back to
my team after the game.””
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Seniors (L to R) Nate Anderson, Kenny Higgins, Steven Medlock and Brian Taylor pose with the Wagon Wheel.

Winning the Wagon Wheel
The Trojans are preparing for
the season’s biggest game
Chris Yingling
Sports Editor

Taylor’s biggest football game of the
season is back, and the storylines
are endless.
The Trojans will travel to Anderson
University on Saturday night to play
Anderson in a battle for the Wagon

Wheel, the illustrious symbol that
Taylor’s kept for the past six years.
Taylor beat the Ravens handily last
season with a 58-7 rout. The team displayed high-volume, explosive offense
against Anderson in the blowout

“We’re ready to rebound, and we’re
ready to play a new opponent,” said
head coach Ron Korfmacher. “They’re
a big rival, and it’s an important instate game, so we’re excited. We’re
back on the road; we’re ready to
get going.”
Injuries have plagued the Trojans
since training camp. Junior receiver
Shawn Lashbrook and senior receiver Griffin Lowe were held out against
SIU with hamstring issues and are
both game-time decisions against
Anderson.
Korfmacher realizes that it’s a concern but is sure his players can rise to
the challenge.
“We’re still on the mend from training camp,” Korfmacher said. “There
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are a lot of dings and nicks here and
there, but we’re on the mend, and we
will be for a couple more weeks. We’re
confident in the guys that are available; they’ve been good in practice,
but now it’s time to go out, step up
and execute.”
The Wagon Wheel game may
be regarded as the most popular
football game on Taylor’s campus,
but it means even more to the seniors who have been a part of Taylor’s dominance in the game for six
straight years.
“It definitely means a lot to me as
there have been so many great memories made at the game,” said senior
linebacker Dan McKenna. “We will
still feel that beginning-of-the-season buzz and excitement when we
step out against them. As a senior, I
want to carry that wheel across the
field back to my team after the game.”
The team’s loss to SIU is now in the
past as the players look forward to
this Saturday’s game. All units are
ready to go full-speed against Taylor’s biggest rival.
“There were a lot of good things
from last week’s game that we learned
about ourselves and our seniors have
us ready to go into battle this week,”
said junior quarterback Michael Miller. “After a good week of preparation,
we are confident and excited to go
into this rivalry game.”
The Trojans will travel to Anderson on Saturday with a kickoff time
scheduled for 7 p.m.

Men’s tennis aces Spring Arbor
Singles perform well as
the Trojans get their first
Crossroads League win
DJ Lindquist
Contributor

The Taylor men’s tennis team
earned its first win of the season
on Tuesday with a 6-3 victory over
Spring Arbor.
Senior Carlos Guarin and sophomores Juan Ramirez and Chris Robbins led The Trojan win through
singles play. Robbins finished first
at the No. 3 singles spot and defeated his opponent 6-3 in the first set,
followed by a 6-0 rout in the second set.
Ramirez won his match 6-4 off of

a break advantage in the final set at
the No. 2 singles position. Guarin
came back from a 5-4 loss in the
second set and grabbed a 6-3 win
to close out Spring Arbor No. 1 singles player Michael Darling.
Although the team is half freshmen, head coach Don Taylor says
he is pleased with the hard work of
his young players and their desire
to improve from match to match.
With a couple of key matches coming up, the Trojans are wasting no
time. They are working hard to develop not only their skills and conditioning but also strategies for
upcoming matches.
“We are experiencing some growing pains due to the youth of our
team and know that every match

will be a challenge,” Taylor said.
Considering all these areas of improvement, the overall message to
the team is to stay positive, work
hard and learn from mistakes. Taylor is pleased with the team’s overall attitude and resilience during
these last few matches but hopes
for some consistency for both singles and doubles.
“We teach our players that in order to be successful you must go
into every match with a plan, because every opponent plays a different style,” Taylor said.
The team is now 1-4 overall with
a 1-2 record in Crossroads League
play after Thursday’s loss to Grace.
The Trojans will have a two-game
away stretch before traveling to
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Senior Carlos Guarin collects some high-fives before Tuesday’s match.

Grand Rapids for the ITA Regionals. Taylor will return to the home

court to take on Indiana Wesleyan
on Sept.20 at 4 p.m.

Volleyball falls in home opener
Volleyball team could not
escape a sweep against Grace
Kyle Keck

Sports Writer

The Taylor volleyball team’s hot
streak was extinguished last night in
its home opener.
Taylor played its first Crossroads
League game on Wednesday against
Grace College, which resulted in a 3-0
loss for the Trojans.
Excitement filled Odle Arena as the
Trojans started Crossroads League play
at home. But when excitement looms,
pre-game nerves tend to set in. Crossroads League Player of the Week, junior
Julia Willey, led the team with 27 assists
and 13 digs but could still sense the nervous tension on the court.
“In the first set, I think some of our
players were fighting the nerves of our
first home match and we didn’t play
with the confidence that we had in
preseason,” Willey said. “Our energy
and joy also struggled, and we lacked
the overall fight we have been playing
with so far.”
Fighting nerves was not the only
problem the Trojans faced. Taylor
struggled with its serve receive, allowing seven total aces. Head coach Holly Motheral noticed how it became
an obstacle that her team needed
to overcome.
“Our serve receive definitely wasn’t
where it was this past weekend,” Motheral said. “As the match continued, our
serve receive stepped up, and we were
able to get the ball to our setter and
run our offense. Serve receive is very

important, and it’s what gets our offense going, so we need to be able to
pass the ball well to be successful.”
Trying to find the good within the
bad is never an easy task. But one thing
that stood out was the rising force of
sophomore Kelly Arnold, who led the
team with 10 kills. Although the loss was
tough to swallow, Arnold is confident in
the team’s ability to bounce back.
“It’s always hard coming off a disappointing loss, but with that we come
away with some great lessons,” Arnold
said. “We can’t expect to just roll over
teams because everyone is coming
out for us. Most importantly, we need
to play for each other and as the TUVB
motto says ‘For Him, we play to win!’”
To say the Trojans have been successful to this point would be an understatement. Taylor is now 8-2 on
the season, coming off an impressive
tournament performance in Florida,
where it took down No. 3-ranked Wayland Baptist. It is obvious that Taylor
means business, and Motheral is convinced that this team has the potential
to be something special.
“This past weekend at the Embry Riddle Labor Day Tournament, we
saw what we are capable of,” Motheral said. “Beating the No. 3 team in the
nation took a lot of hard work, mental
focus, teamwork and minimizing our
errors. If we are able to do those things
against conference teams, we will be in
great shape.”
The Trojans hit the road next week as
they face Huntington in a Crossroads
League battle on Wednesday at 7 p.m.

Sophomore Kelly Arnold (8) reaches for the ball against Grace Wednesday evening.
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